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Subject:

Academic Senate Review: Prerequisite Enforcement Process

Last year the Undergraduate Council requested enforcement of Davis Divisional Regulation
(DDR) 527 (Course Prerequisites):
(A)

“The instructor in charge of a course is responsible for determining that enrolled students
have completed the prerequisite course(s) listed in the General Catalog. Students who
have completed equivalent work may be admitted to the course at the instructor's
discretion.

(B)

The instructor in charge of a course may request that the Registrar drop from the course
any student who has enrolled without completing the published prerequisites if, in the
judgment of the instructor, failure to have completed that work seriously reduces the
probability that the student will successfully complete the course. An instructor who
intends to exclude a student for this reason must notify the student before taking action.
(Am. 4/19/99; effective 9/1/99).”

Undergraduate Council’s proposal was forwarded for commentary by Committee on Elections
Rules and Jurisdiction as well as Committee on Courses of Instruction. All agreed that the
regulations currently allow enforcement of prerequisites. However, the systems and processes
in place to enforce prerequisites are not intuitive and place a workload burden on faculty.
Additionally, some academic units would rather provide students with a recommended course
pathway rather than, or in addition to, a prerequisite. The issue was discussed by the
Executive Council in May 2014. The Executive Council asked the Academic Senate Chair to
provide the Campus Registrar with a set of requirements to guide development of a system or
processes needed to enforce prerequisites (copy enclosed).
The Campus Registrar submitted specifications for a system he will provide in alignment with
requirements set forth in the Academic Senate Chair’s letter. As committees review the
system specifications, please ask yourself the following questions:
 Will the system described support faculty enforcement of prerequisites?
 Does the system provide an efficient process for communication between students and
faculty members concerning prerequisites?
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As you are aware, Davis Division Regulation 527 sets forth campus course prerequisite policy.
As the student body has increased, so has the need for automated tools to assist faculty
members in effectively and efficiently managing prerequisites. I appreciate your willingness to
oversee development of an automated tool to assist faculty and students with prerequisite
management.
Faculty, departments and colleges routinely review and update courses including prerequisites.
Therefore, through the course approval process, course prerequisites are recorded and
communicated to our students via the catalog. Thus, we see no need to require a wholesale
revision of course prerequisites. We also recognize some faculty would rather communicate
preparatory course recommendations (recommended) rather than enforce prerequisites.
Therefore, we ask that you ensure the new course approval system, currently being purchased,
allows departments to input prerequisite and/or recommended courses.
Many faculty members have expressed concern that automated prerequisite management
should maximize communication with our students, assure academic freedom and allow faculty
to enforce prerequisites efficiently. To achieve these goals, we would like the system
developed or systems your office currently manages to address the following
needs/requirements:








Courses currently listing prerequisites should be “opt in” by default, enforcing
prerequisites.
The instructor in charge should be able to select the degree of prerequisite enforcement
by course:
 Prerequisite enforcement (default, see above).
 Prerequisite enforcement with the ability to generate an automated message from
the student to instructor requesting an exception.
 Non-enforcement of prerequisites
Departments should be alerted that any courses currently designated as “prerequisite”
will be treated as required courses. Departments may submit a course change removing
the “prerequisite" designation or list the courses as “recommended.”
The automated tool should create a registration system that is clear and transparent for
the student and faculty member. Furthermore, the system should be designed to quickly
and efficiently allow the instructor in charge to make a determination and communicate
results automatically. At the time of registration, students should receive a notification
that they are attempting to enroll in course in which they have not fulfilled the
prerequisite.
Students and faculty members should be given ample notice about the creation of a
system which enforces prerequisites at the time of registration and about the process for
appealing and granting exceptions, as described above. All of this information should be
clearly presented and explained in the catalog and on appropriate websites.
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Effective April 8, 2014, the Committee on Courses of Instruction (COCI) no longer
reviews “new version” (change/update) course proposals that only change/update the
prerequisite field in the current course approval system (ICMS) or the prerequisite and/or
recommended course fields in the new system.
o Such changes will continue to be reviewed at the department and college level.
o However, prerequisite changes that affect multiple colleges should be flagged in
the new system to ensure that appropriate cross-college consultation occurs and
record the outcomes.
o In the new course approval system, the workflow should be managed in a way
that if the prerequisite/recommended course is the only field updated, then the
course will go straight from the department chair to the college for approval and
then to the catalog.
o Any additional revisions to a course will still need to come through COCI. COCI
will also continue to review prerequisite and recommended course designations
as part of our review of “new” course proposals.

As we are acutely aware, the system will have a significant impact on undergraduate education
at UC Davis. Therefore, in fall quarter 2014, we would appreciate presentation of a written
proposal describing the prerequisite enforce system you envision. At a minimum, the
documents will be sent to Undergraduate Council and Committee on Courses of Instruction for
feedback prior to full scale development and implementation.
Sincerely,

Bruno Nachtergaele, Chair
Davis Division of the Academic Senate
Professor: Mathematics
c: Committee on Courses of Instruction Chair Potter
Committee on Elections Rules and Jurisdiction Chair Rocke
Undergraduate Council Chair Traxler

